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Judge In a Feather Boa

Judge in a Feather Boa  2020, Proposal Drawing, Google SketchUp



I have been studying the cultural and social impact of cars, as well as their owners, 
by assimilating aspects of character and personality through films and 
representation in TV shows such as Top Boy (2011) and Rhythm & Flow (2019). 
These programmes showcase bling and luxury that explicitly display monetary 
value and personality through otherwise functional objects. These enhanced 
aesthetics have motivated me to create altered views on secondary functions as 
an overall disposition of vehicle use. I have looked at the counter effects of this as 
well in everyday reactions, seeing how ‘more’ is sometimes just more. To balance 
this, I have been exploring how to interact with their didactic purpose; how to deal 
with and represent the ecological consequence of cars. 

I have also looked at the ways in which communities treat and respect car culture, 
I have examined DJ Mehdi’s 2006 music video “signatune”, which displays an 
association of French enthusiasts that competitively use ‘tuning culture’ in cars. I 
have felt it has been important to reflect on the mindsets and heartfelt devotion 
throughout history relating to vehicle ownership, as they are an integral part of 
society and have been for a considerable amount of modern life. 

Through the process of both digital and physical drawings & proposals, I have 
been able to imagine how large objects will be differently placed in the real world 
without needing to use the substantial labour to place them. My research has been 
both through experimentation of materials; casting in plaster and painting on 
metal with paints that create the highest, glossiest shine, and through 
communication and discussion with experts in the correct field (such as Audi) to 
gain better insight into the world of car culture and approach to care, allowing me 
to make informed decisions artistically about material obsolescence. I have 
investigated the ecological effect of transport and ways that this is being worked 
on for the future to create healthier ways of travelling just as efficiently. With this, I 
have been enjoying the space between classic, iconic and old being juxtaposed 
with sleek, new and utile. 

Research Statement

Flat Series 2020. Digital Drawing. 
Dimensions Variable (not to scale) 
Google SketchUp©
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Scrap yard at local garage, Midlothian.
“…Not all cars are born again. The edgelands are also a graveyard for cars. This is not for the squeamish. Passers-by on trains, avert your eyes. This 
is the end of the road, and your beloved weekend runabout is destined to breathe its last here. It’s a classic scene from thrillers and Seventies cop 
shows: the chases that ends in a capture in a car-crusher’s yard, the huge hydraulic claw picking up the car with driver still inside, the hapless victim 
unable to jump free as the car is dropped in to the crusher, the screams as the crusher walls close on the car, the magnet on a chain lifting the 
resultant cube and dropping it on a heap of other cubes. But on a tour of edgelands you don’t see many piles of cubed cars. What you see is far more 
haunting.

These are the automotive equivalents of the Paris catacombs, mass graves in orderly array, but above ground, exposed to the elements. In these 
yards you find rusting car cadavers piled three, five, eight high, towering columns of ex-cars leaning on each other for support. Stripped of all that’s 
worth taking- alloys, radios, lights- all windows smashed, these are a record of our conduct. Who was taken for a ride in these? Who bought and sold 
them, thrashed them on the motorways? Who washed and polished them? “

“This time they are stripped, cannibalised, and piled high. No one minds this, no one grieves for them. No one likes to admit they love their cars so 
much. And seeing them treated this way is good for the soul. Or rather, its good for the eco-soul. Surely the sight of car cadavers piled high in the rain 
should gladden the heart. After all, one more car on the teetering columns is one less polluter on the road. But it doesn’t quite feel like that. Not to 
most of us, at least. It has pathos. New cars are beautiful, and we don’t like to see them reduced to this by us, by those who should have taken better 
care of them. And maybe, because we put so much of ourselves into our cars, maybe we see our own demise foreshadowed in theirs, our own future, 
cannibalised for parts, broken open, cast aside. “

Scrapyards:
January 2019-Ongoing

Site Visits:

Paul Farley & Michael Symmons Roberts, Edgelands

I took several visits to find pieces of vehicles 
that I could use as materials.I knew from an 
early stage that I wanted to recycle in a way, 
revive old parts and stop them from being 
scrapped.  On one visit I found a whole car 
buried under months of scrap (far left). I read 
the book Edgelands  (2011) as there is a 
section dedicated to cars. This part gives a 
very poetic outlook on cars almost seeming 
to have feelings and their end seems almost 
akin to human burial. 



Edinburgh Audi:
February 2020

Before visiting, I had taken a couple of my pieces from studio, not knowing if or how I would display them, 
however I knew it was important to take them away from a white-wall context as I had become hugely 
interested in Audi as a company. They have a long history of transformation into their approach to 
commonality of cars, taking pride in their re-emergence after the second world war as an independent 
company. I saw this re-building as a good symbolic lead for historic vehicle decisions; cars are 
everywhere, they must be ambassadors for the present. 

”e-tron” 2019. 2mm Copper Sheet. 29 x 10cm & 93 x 10cm.

Upstairs in the showroom there is an 
executive’s lounge where samples are 
displayed for complete personalisation of 
each car. Looking at it felt a little like 
clothes shopping, not car shopping.



I took my artworks to the Edinburgh Audi showroom so that I could place them in the context of highly 
finished luxury cars, seeing this work has more of a semi-precious/less mass made feel and look about it. 
I also visited so that I could speak to the owner about where they see the company heading. Thankfully, 
they gave huge insight into the direction Audi is headed. They have a push for a whole electric range, 
named “e-tron”. In the world of car racing, Audi has also moved from rally racing to Formula-E. It was 
interesting here to see both the professional and luxurious approach to selling cars, as well as the 
contrast in priorities between the brand new electric cars and older models. 

[It is also worth noting here that if this were a physical report, I would package it into an Audi manual 
folder such as the one pictured.] While I was here I also took into account the luxuriousness of the 
showroom itself and the personalisation the company were willing to give their clients. 



“E-Tron” 2019. 
2mm Copper 
sheet. 93 x 
10cm

Left: CAD drawing of copper rings. Separating logo from car helps to shed light on 
beauty of shapes when not associated with the brand.

Materials & 
Methods:
Workshops:

-Maltings, Adam House.

By digitally creating a lot of this work I was able to use exact replicas of my chosen works across many different 
mediums. I used this drawing for metal cut outs and vinyl, then used stencils for hand-painted versions. With the 
copper specifically I kept the burn marks from the plasma cutter because although this is a mass-made 
technique commonly used in modern car manufacturing I kept their individuality on a one-off scale. 



I made vinyl cuts of my ring drawings in fluorescent yellow ambulance vinyl 
material. I wanted it to emulate the WRC Impreza Subaru racing cars that are 
iconic/classic blue with neon yellow vinyl, it gives the element of garishness and 
disrespect that is associated with personalising vehicles.

I hand painted the car bonnets at first with galvanising paint and gloss to 
strip down the immaculacy of car spray painting, allowing the handmade to 
take over. This mixed with the vinyl gives balance to man and machine. 
(Bonnets provided by Bernard Hunter Haulage (Gilmerton) 

Vinyl Cutting

August 2019 November 2019



(Left Image) “lofting technique”; 
commonly used in ship factories 
to get a full size model of 
individual parts. Display on 
ground also allows it to be 
walked around and seen in a 
different perspective, much like 
the positioning of the car models 
(above & right). In modern 
techniques it is normal to create 
a full size model in clay to 
understand proportions and 
aerodynamics etc.  

(Above) Clay modelling: 2014. Image: Robert Basic, Germany  I enjoyed the idea of the Audi showroom seeming a little like a dressers’ workshop so I incorporated ideas from 
fashion departments where clothes are drawn out first; limits their function to seem more of a lightweight commodity.

Modelling:



I used software to make my drawings digitally so 
that I could use these replications (the same as 
the copper pieces) into something more solid 
than just paper, in this case mild steel. I wanted to 
give it a weight and heaviness that was still 
suspended, like a useless but decorative object.

”Steve McQueen” 2020. 2mm Mild 
Steel, rope tracing paper. 60 x 
200cm. IODesign, EdinburghLaser Cutting 



Hammer Projects: Roger Hiorns. Installation view at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles. September 
11, 2003-January 18, 2004. Photo by Joshua White.

Roger Hiorns

Hiorns also plays with the notion of dissection and display in a tidy room, away from its 
“carcass” 

Another aspect of his work is that by using parts of vehicles he creates a natural “bling” with 
copper sulphate, sometimes coating a whole room in it, I wanted to somehow convert this idea 
into my own representation of time and decay. It looks unnervingly eyecatching yet is a result of 
reaction, erosion and neglect.  In my own works, I looked into biodegradable glitters as the idea of 
a slowly corroding end seems fitting for my own glorified objects.

Roger Hiorns, Untitled 2013. Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh



Jeff Zimmer The Light Does Not Know What To Do With Me (black) 
& This Spectacular Darkness (black) Black Glass, Kilnformed. RSA 
New Contemporaries, 2020. 

[Detail] Cardi-B 2019.

Alsa Corp is an online website that offers many different 
processes for car finishes (at a hefty price). For my own 
works I was considering how to coat them and produce the 
eye-catching shine that seemed faux-luxury. I wanted to 
cover the piece above in a clear resin so that it shone out, 
all while being done by hand and less harmfully. The work 
on the left is how I would imagine it to turn out.

https://alsacorp.com/

“Lux”
Finishes

https://alsacorp.com/


Finishes Proposals on SketchUp. Models by (Left to Right) nono1250, Marthcool and Jose Rogerio G.



Mark Houghton “Left”. Bronze Cast. RSA, Edinburgh

Deceptive heaviness of the handmade



[Detail] Untitled 2020. Metal, Plaster, Gloss Paint, Plastic. Dimensions variable

I tested out a few different types of black paint having decided I wanted to coat this series of work in one black colour that was 
ideally glossy so that it would emphasise the luxurious coated aspect. At first I tried normal acrylic paint (as the coatings on
the car parts are mostly mild steel), however I found that the shine was dulled and no acrylic gloss could cover it. I then went
on to use radiator paint which gave me the high glossy shine I was looking for. My ultimate goal was for it to look appealing
and even soft, a complete juxtaposition from how I found it when covered in mud, rust and moss.



Hand-Made 2020. Metal, Plaster, Gloss Paint, Plastic. Dimensions variable



Flooring & 
Furniture

Much like the luxury of the showroom itself, I somehow 
wanted to emulate the feel and look that it presented. 
Everything was under spotlights and gleaming, there was 
plush carpeted areas and the smell of leather everywhere. 

Some of the cars in the showroom were up on pedestals 
and presented so that the client could see it from 
underneath/a different side and I started digitally arranging 
how I would want any physical work of mines to be 
presented. 

I was fortunate enough to be sponsored by a flooring 
company who were willing to provide me with a vast 
amount of carpet to fill an exhibition space and make it 
dense so that if a visitor were to step on it it would 
completely change the conditions of an otherwise solid 
exhibition space. Also, with the cream colour, I selected it 
because people are generally tentative and 
subconsciously makes visitors tread lightly, emphasising 
its quality and luxury.

Ebay full car seats sets

ECA spotlights



E-tron 2020 in Flagship car, A8 Google SketchUp seat combinations



Stinger parked on Royal Mile. Shapes of iconic cars such as this 
hold weight in design over efficiency and economy, in modern 
cars there is the overall drive to focus on the efficiency over the 
beauty of time. Perhaps the 2010’s will be camouflaged in its’ 
legacy of design?

Cars: Social, Historical & Cultural Context



“On summer nights, the edgelands become the domain of boy racers and their 
newly pimped rides. Some are there to put there souped-up engines through 
their paces, roaring down the long strips, burning rubber in the empty car 
parks. Others are there to park with doors open, lid lifted on a polished engine, 
oversized sound system cranked up full. These cars are electric purple, 
crimson, lurid green. They don’t just have lights, they have lights on their lights 
– massive spots that drain the battery if left on too long, disco lights on the 
back parcel shelf. Best of all, they have mysterious blue lights underneath the 
chassis, so at night they seem to float in an electric-blue pool of their own 
making. These cars are born again. Third-or fourth-hand, they changed owners 
for hundreds, not thousands. Then one day, a customer spotted them, the old 
Capris and Golfs, the former rep cars and hot hatches. Someone saw their 
potential, and was willing to sink hours and pounds into giving them another 
heyday. Mutton dressed as lamb, they stand in resolute defiance of 
government scrappage schemes, ecological maxims, the laws of suburban 
driving. These are edgeland chimeras, beautiful, garish freaks.”

Paul Farley & Michael Symmons Roberts, Edgelands



Excerpt of Interview with son of car’s 
owner, Sean Kiernan, describing the 
impact the star-car had on him and 
his family.

Bullitt, 1968.

After vanishing like an enigma under 
wraps, McQueen pledged for a return 
of the car he had grown so attached 
to, in its’ existing deteriorating 
conditions.

Affordable, Loved, Iconic, Scrapped, Used, 
Hidden, Found.

Film & TV:



In 2018, after a long travelled life, the car was added to 
the “Historic Vehicle Register”, one of only 24 Iconic 
cars. It was displayed in an exhibition along the National 
Mall (USA). In this format, it gives honour and new life to 
an object that was once intended to be scrapped by 
Warner bros. after the filming of Bullitt.

I liked the idea of preservation and taking the car back 
into a state of comfortability and protection. It would 
have otherwise fallen into vast disrepair. It has been 
taken and glorified once more after being on the verge 
of scrap.

Photograph of 
family with car, 
the mother a 3rd

Grade school 
teacher.

The car’s most recent and possibly final job (after making 
46,000 miles) was to be revealed alongside the latest 
Mustang, honoured by its’ highland green sheen and kept as 
a museum piece.



Film still from Bullitt (1968)

Much like Hart’s P.O.V mirror 
studies, I became interested 
in the view as a person being 
in the confines of the car 
itself, These are stills from 
Bullitt that show a chase 
from the view of the driver, 
rather than being the 
observer, as is so commonly 
portrayed. I watched shows 
such as Life on Mars (2006) 
where the use of the car as a 
private space in policework  
is seen as a safe haven, 
untouchable. It is a common 
emblem throughout film 
history to understand the 
process of a deal being 
made, or a character 
confiding in another. 



The @idioticislanders travel around many countries adding objects 
and stickers to their Mercedes-Benz. At the moment it is painted in 
the style of the comic Deadpool and have attached a bar to it. It is an 
example of the obsession for personalisation with our possessions, 
this is like a diary affixed to the surface of the vehicle.

Symbolism and Traditions: Ready to say Goodbye

I considered covering my works in either 
flowers or some kind of shrine as I wanted to 
emulate their character as well as give my 
selected vehicle the physical representation of 
entropy and kind-neglect is 

There is an element 
of comedy that 
comes with 
acknowledging that 
a vehicle is close to 
the end of its life. By 
decorating a slightly 
older car, a true 
enjoyment can be 
communally felt from 
releasing it from its’ 
road-worthy state; 
even the decorations 
become a last party 
for it.

Ernst Fuchs Art Car 1982, as part of the 
BMW Art Car Series. 

I started asking for and collecting 
bumper stickers  as they are a very 
simple way to personalise vehicles. 
The example provided was from a 
man in Texas, visiting Edinburgh. I 
felt that on other models it could 
be appropriate to add these in, as 
well as common signs such as 
“Baby on Board”.



Margaret Salmon’s 
talk at ECA included a 
viewing of her 2017 
film “Mm”. A sound 
used by young 
children in the 
development of 
speech and also a 
chance to reflect on 
words that can be 
associated with the 
subject, a speedway 
race taking place on 
the East Coast of 
Scotland. It is clear 
from this video that 
community and 
passion is a huge part 
of participating in this 
sport, they race with 
pride and the people it 
attracts is constantly 
evolving. “Masculine, 
Muscle, Motor, Macho, 
Man, Mm, Mm…..”

https://vimeo.com/276
044174

https://vimeo.com/276044174


Gosh 2015 Jamie xx Music Video (directed by Romain Gavras)

The iconicism found through the Subaru 
in this music video is instrumental in how 
viewers can identify and connect with 
this song, it becomes a mascot for the 
emotions portrayed in the song. The car 
is symbolic of culture and teenage 
nostalgia in this abandoned fake Paris, in 
China.

Signatune 2006 DJ Mehdi. Music Video

Much like Margaret Salmon’s video “Mm” 
this video shows a very committed group 
who are truly dedicated to their cars, the 
presentation of them and love for them. 
The competition in hand is about how loud 
these cars can go; not for driving but again 
the other facilities cars can show when not 
just for travelling. They are the cars that are 
described in “Edgelands”; these cars are a 
defining motif of a suburban pin-pointer. It 
feels only right to pay homage to them. 



Ugly supercar epidemic, flashy is not what it once was. The strive for 
internet fame allows for the defacing of otherwise sleek and carefully 
designed vehicles. In a way, the act of personalisation is taking away 
from the otherwise already decided design of the car. This buys into the 
idea of substituting a personality completely. The modern day 
equivalent of making an eye catching car is to cover it in tawdry bling 
rather than focus on the beauty of design as exemplified in its’ 
predecessors. The car company Ford has a designated styling studio in 
Detroit, committed solely to the look of the cars, both intended for 
civilian use and racing.

“Va va bling-bling! Swarovski-crystal Mercedes-Benz 
wows Tokyo Auto Salon” by Ruptly.  [YouTube video] 
https://youtu.be/LFy9u6HPM3w

https://www.ladbible.com/
entertainment/film-and-tv-
cardi-b-owns-5-super-
cars-but-doesnt-know-
how-to-drive-20181219

Cardi B 2019 Galvanising paint, gloss, 
glitter and vinyl on car bonnet. 140 x 80cm 

https://youtu.be/LFy9u6HPM3w
https://www.ladbible.com/entertainment/film-and-tv-cardi-b-owns-5-super-cars-but-doesnt-know-how-to-drive-20181219


Emma Hart

Hart’s eclectic gallery display include a mixture of objects from personal encounters 
travelling by car provide a thorough narrative of life and the way it is lived via the road. 
She carefully and thoughtfully re-creates common and instantly recognisable parts of 
cars in materials such as ceramics and lighter metals that would be unsuitable for 
practical use but give the desired effect and new light of the culmination of these 
objects. They are seen everyday but allowed the space to become attractive and 
sensitive objects. The presentation of this variety is something I have thought about in 
terms of presenting my own work, as there are multiple parts to each section, i.e
different materials, drawings and components.

BANGER, 2018. All works are ceramic and/or 
metal. The Fruitmarket Gallery 27 Oct 2018 -
3 Feb 2019. Photos by Ruth Clark.

https://www.fruitmarket.co.uk/


While creating our UV 
performance, we kept the text 
of Naomi Klein “No Logo” 
(1999) in mind, creating 
artwork that satirically uses 
and distorts common brands 
as a way to critique them.

Art Anti-Band The Contractors exploit the bling and eye-catching nature of 
commodification and branding, using performance as a way to show mass-
produced, iconic “myths” (stemming from Chinese Mythology) and criticise 
economic development from building contractors in China.

Pandemic Party 2020, 
collaboration with Maddy 
Williamson.

Explores branding, practicing 
lighting for synthetic paints.



Richard Prince

Richard Prince Pure Thoughts, 2007
1970 Dodge Challenger [performance]

Judge in a Feather Boa  2020, Proposal Drawing, Google SketchUp

The aspect of cars and reveal often becomes a performative event with very flashy connotations that stay in line 
with the ideas of showcase. I began thinking about arranging an artwork that involved performers, a little like 
Princes’ Pure Thoughts performance but less subjective. I like the idea that something is stoic and still after being 
pulled from a scrap yard, but involves a human element that can move and animate the space.



Richard Prince, Kunsthaus Bregenz.Richard Prince Elvis, 2007
steel, plywood, bondo
160 x 193 x 462.3 cm

The entombment of Princes’ car series gives an ultimatum and finality to 
the car’s commissioned life-span. They fit the idea that they are “done”, 
the concrete enhances the stripped-awayness of their function, 
disallowing them to perform in any way other than aestheticism. It is like 
tearing limbs away and leaving it powerless, the “muscle-car” without its’ 
muscles. It feels cruel. 



Painting everything black means they become 
acceptably sexy and appealing, same as the 
headlights. I used the Audi company website to 
manipulate options of headlights, isolating them to 
look like eyes (below)

Madeline Hollander 2019 Heads/Tails. Bortolami Gallery

Yngve Holen Earthling Exhibition, 2015. Modern Art, London
Yngve Holen Hater Taillight 2016

They get meaner over time 2020. Pencil drawing 15cm x 9cm



“The Duchamp of  the Muscle Car”-The New York Times, 2007

Richard Princes’ own Plymouth Barracuda being left to rot before being salvaged as a museum piece. He 
had considered moving it but decided he liked what nature was doing.  For Prince, a fine line is merged 
between functional car and art piece. They seem to coincide in many ways.

(Right): Nathan Coley’s Instagram commenting on the anniversary of Bruce Springsteen’s “Born in The USA”. It questions 
the pride that is felt by American Spirit and is an honest account of the idea of beautiful design façades are to compensate 
for the overwhelming melancholic atmosphere that is felt by societal and political conditions.



Roy Lichtenstein, BMW 320i, 1977
Andy Warhol, BMW M1, 1979

Olafur Elliason BMW H2R, 2007
Robert Rauschenberg, BMW Csi, 1986 

The BMW Art-Car Archive:
1975-Present

This on-going project is forever evolving to encapsulate new ideas 
around car culture (such as the use of Augmented Reality in art) and 
how society perceives the role of art within other areas of life. The 
artists have been for their interpretations of the themes, also the daring 
prospect of making art mobile and useable (e.g 9 of the Art Cars have 
been used at the Le Mans 24 hour race, of which Frank Stella’s got 
completely destroyed, he made another one to honour the memory of 
his connection to the driver who subsequently passed away as a result 
of the crash).
They left and are leaving a huge impact on the way artists view the 
commodified world and how this is translated into commodification and 
other areas of life, the recent designs are Virtual Reality; not even 
requiring a car, or Olafur Elliason’s ambition to give light on the future 
of car design, to protect the ecosystem and show the temporality of our 
decisions.

Renault also have a similar collection of art (as the money made 
from racing is used to fund exhibitions of a high calibre). They 
also introduced an internship/residency for students to work 
with racing cars as there is a growing realisation that art practice 
and the function it holds within car design is integral.

“By bringing together art, design, social and environmental issues, I 
hope to contribute to a different way of thinking-feeling-
experiencing cars and seeing them in relation to the time and space 
in which we live. Fundamentally speaking, I don’t believe that 
objects exist in isolation. They are always part of a complex set of 
physical and mental relationships; they change according to the 
context and depend on the user’s values and expectations. They 
embrace relativity and the passing of time.”
“How do we give a tangible dimension to the fact that our 
engagement in the world has global consequences? How can we as 
consumers and creators of reality change the trajectory of 
transportation? Of moving? How can we put pressure on the car as 
an object?” Olafur Eliasson for MoMA PS1.



1975 24 hour Le Mans, featuring 
Art Car by Alexander Calder, BMW 
3.0 CSL. 

Film still from 2019 
documentary “Le Mans ‘66”

E-tron series at Edinburgh Audi, 2020 Car Dealership, Edinburgh



Pandemic Party 2020

Ebay Subaru Vinyl for sale



Shanta Rao, Installation photos 
courtesy of Gallerie Joseph Tang

Rao’s work involves stripping back parts of cars and 
warping them over structures to give the illusion that 
they are malleable and soft, the parts of vehicles are 
no longer fully recognisable and again their power is 
taken from them as if they have come to their natural 
end.

Shanta Rao



Dirk Skreber at Friedrich Petzel

Local garage, Midlothian.

Taking power away from the 
vehicle in ways such as upturning 
(indicating rebellion), it freezes 
them in time and bends it against 
the grain of good reason; a heavy 
object left with nothing, it is 
helpless.

Decommissionment:
I realised early on that I wanted 
to involve some kind of vehicle 
that was either at the end of its’ 

functional ‘career’ or close to 
being salvaged for parts. I 

wanted to somehow embrace 
the idea that it could still be a 
decorative emblem that was 

representational of all that its’ 
owner had loved it for, or give it 

one extra time to shine.

Tesla Factory 2016, 
Fremont, California. 
Image: Maurizio Pesco.
Work line halted due to 
robots’ excessive 
automation. Musk later 
admitted that human 
input at a slower pace 
was more effective. 
Robots started 
mindlessly spray painted 
random parts. 



Of Sex, 2016. Installation view. 43 Bio resin and fibre-glass moulds and 4 inkjet prints on 
tracing paper. Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Gregor Staiger. Photo: Andy Keate.

The Paired Down Brutality of A to B (Driver’s Seat), 2015 
Black and White photocopy and Indian ink, 42 x 29.7cm. Courtesy of the 
artist and Galerie Gregor Staiger.

Rachal Bradley



Rania Ho: 50 ways to leave your lover  BANK, Show Topophilia 2013

Rania Ho



[detail on top of Steve McQueen 
2020] Hung out to dry 2020 gloss and 
glitter on plastic hanger, 40cm x 
10cm.

National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh.



Instagram finds (1/3)

Richard Prince

Jack Handscombe
(@jackhandscombe)

https://ngb.to/threads/1433-schwarzer-humor/page317

https://ngb.to/threads/1433-schwarzer-humor/page317


Instagram finds (2/3)

https://youtu.be/Hwg7hJrDiRg

Jonathan Zawada Art Car for Rushing 
Away Music video, “Flume” (2019)

Eruption of Mount St. Helens (1980)

Rose McGowan with Kurt Russell Car

Anna Bergold for Minimal Car Magazine 
(@minimalcar_mag)

https://youtu.be/Hwg7hJrDiRg


Instagram finds (3/3)

“Beni Bischof’s 600+ page masterpiece 
Psychobuch (2014)” Excerpt  

Trevor Fiore 1980 Central driving 
seat, Citroen Karin.



Cars in shopping centres…

Lowering Jeff Koons’ priceless art car onto a cliff in Norway. 

Placement has several 
meanings in the context of 
cars, they belong outside, 
travelling yet have been 
used in many opposing ways 
to this convention. How did 
it get there?  Why does it 
seem so large and 
unwieldly? The mystery 
around placement of cars 
anywhere other than a road 
gives an automatic sense of 
rest. Placement can also be 
a factor in time, of decay, 
transience and end of life; 
where cars may end up or 
how they disintegrate from 
currency. They have 
ecological consequence 
that goes beyond an active 
life. They still hold value in 
the world. In line with the 
direction my work has been 
headed, I wanted to nod 
towards a sensitivity that 
comes with taking cars out 
of a ‘resting place’ (scrap 
yard) and I investigated 
physical ways of showing 
this, as well as other 
approaches that artists have 
contributed to this feeling of 
site placement.

Jeff Koons’ BMW Art Car: M3 
GT2 on Pulpit Rock, Norway

Placement & Chronology: 
Environmental & Ecological Placement



Image: TopGear, BBC
Clash of commodification, the surrounding environment is important to acknowledge. Series 21 Episode 1 “Supermarket Sweep”



Robbie Bushe NeoNeanderthals 2019, RSA

Imagines a new world on top of the existing one, all together and being 
kept alive.
Relevant at a time when companies are finding best value for money, 
the scorn of car users etc. 

I chose to keep my pieces at the size of Bushe’s two paintings on the left, two 
canvasses together enhances and enforces an idea of stoicism and presence. I painted 
left to right to stay in keeping with the narrative and the way the eye reads objects.

He also mentions the book ”Cutaways” by L. Ashwell Wood which 
is an illustrative demonstration of both the inside and outside of 
objects; delving past functional systems into mechanical beauty.

(Left and Right) “Untitled” 2019. 220 x 140cm. Pen, Oil Paint, Motor Oil on Canvas. 

At Rest: 



Frieda Toranzo Jaeger

Frieda Toranzo Jaeger Hope the Air Conditioning Is On While Facing Global Warming (part 1), 2017 Frieda Toranzo Jaeger “Deep Adaptation” at Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin.
Courtesy: The artist and Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin. Photo: Jens Ziehe

Toranzo-Jaeger’s works rely on the content to inform how they 
are presented. In this case, the shapes of the industrial imagery 
are what allow complex and unconventional canvas 
arrangements. Each part of the car’s anatomy is autonomous to 
create a larger complex arrangement.



[Wall Hanging Pose] 2020 Digital Drawings

Flat Series 2020

I wanted to digitally create a surrounding away from the outside 
world and into the domestic setting; I thought about my ideas of 
repurposing the functional as decoration, so displayed a full car as 
if it could be hung from the wall or hung up like a coat (an 
expanded idea of the coat hanger).

Leaning 2020 Digital Drawing. Google SketchUp



I was thinking about ways of presenting a large object that made it seem less 
intimidating or unconventionally placed to seem less heavy, allowing it to show a 
more domestic or even restful pose.

Untitled [Position Drawing] 2019, pen, pencil on A4 tracing paperGoogle SketchUp drawing of placements



NOW series: Katie 
Paterson in 
Conversation with Dr.
Brian Castriota & 
Lucy Askew
(26/10/2019)

Panel Discussion @ NGS; 
Knowing That my Work 
will Outlive Me: Discussing 
the work of Robert 
Mappelthorpe, Diane 
Arbus and Francesca 
Woodman. Lead by Harriet 
Riches.

Both talks 
employed 
ideas about 
temporality 
and time, how 
humans affect 
what is lost 
and what is 
kept and 
maintained.

This talk (image below) by Dr. Lawson 
(formally of ESALA, UoE) ran through 
ideas between the ideology of man, 
entropy and the world built as a result. 
The Bauhaus movement connected 
craft with industry, showing that design 
and function work well together. 

Artists’ Talks



Audi Rally Car Museumspark Deutsches Technikmuseum. 2019

Berlinische Gallerie, 2019

Cars inside museums or presented in an artistic context 
give a new use for them; cleaned, respected and viewed 
past their original functions. Both of these cars had 
been used over many miles before their delegation to a 
platform under spotlights. 

(left) Rirkrit Tirvanaija Untitled
(all the Days on the Autobahn) 
2010 Peugeot 205, stainless 
steel, coloured glass, plumbum, 
paper coffee cup



Schubert’s garage made fame for its’ use of a carpeted indoor room for its’ car; looking at it 
from a fetishized perspective. By being kept inside and kept clean it disbands it from 
performing its’ primary function, it makes it perform in a new way that isn’t so commonly used. 
Being able to sit in luxury makes it perform more and more like a decorative piece of art.  

Holger Schubert’s Ferrari in a 1,200ft living room/garage

In the movie Gone in 60 Seconds, there is a 
scene where Nicolas Cage is being shown a 
Mustang of value and without thinking calls 
it “she” and gives it a human female name of 
Eleanor. Throughout history this is a 
common way to refer to personal items, as 
well as have an unsettling relationship with 
ownership over females.

Fetishized Gaze



Maja Ruznic “Yarrow Pickers” 2019. Oil on Canvas 195.6cm x 117.8cm

Time and Entropy

I did several stencil shapes of  the Mustang from Bullitt, used here as an example of an 
iconic vintage car that has seen re-emergence and a new clean life (saved from 
scrappage). I wanted to represent the entropy and decorative ceremony around it while still 
using the bold and bright colours found on vehicles. I looked into the works of Maja Ruznic, 
employing techniques that indicate an earthy presence, deeply sunk into the canvas.

[In Progress] I want to write you a Eulogy 2019-20 Oil, Motor Oil, Glitter, Acrylic on canvas 220 x 140cm 



[In Progress, digital MarkUp proposals] I want to write you a 
eulogy 2019-20 Oil, Motor Oil, Acrylic and Gloss on Canvas. 
140 x 220cm



This performance piece allowed me to play with 
the idea of inside-outside with natural materials 
as a method of arrangement, breaking 
boundaries and thresholds.

WASBiennale “We Respect Your Privacy?” 
collaboration with Ayshia Taskin & Tosia Johnsen.
“Eclectic Boundaries” Oct 19, Sculpture Court. 

Ecological Consequence

In this case, my collaborator Tosia was the 
vehicle, describing to me how she felt when at 
peace, how it felt to lie there. This gave me 
inclination on the ways I hoped to present my 
car objects.



I wanted to combine the copper works with paired with imagery 
from garden centres, allowed to grow around man-made 
structures. I think this could’ve worked on a large scale over larger 
car parts; showing over time how engulfment is part of nature 
over man-made objects

Copper 2mm sheet: 29 x 10cm 



Rania Ho Now I can Run For President  2007, SSamzie Space, Seoul, Korea. 

Rania Ho



Celine 
Condorelli:

Condorelli’s
discussion at 
ECA about 
gallery spaces 
and how 
objects are 
placed within 
had me 
considering 
what 
constitutes 
breaking the 
threshold 
within inside 
and outside, 
how audiences 
interact with 
objects in 
space. Celine Condorelli;

Chisenhale Gallery, 
London



BMW Vision Next 100 concept car, courtesy of BMW.

Vehicles often become a 
time stamp of the present, 
gaining or lessening in value 
like any other commodity. 
Their ambassadorship is 
important in dictating the 
future of ecological 
decisions. The same as any 
other design, car design is 
constantly shifting and 
changing to suit the time in 
hand. Every aspect of car 
design and culture belong as 
historic museum pieces, 
regardless of age. They are a 
first-hand account of how to 
perform in response to 
ecological and societal 
climate. They can be a 
homage to the past but a 
pathway to future designs. 
The Audi ‘e-tron’ & BMW 
ranges here hold elements 
of their predecessors iconic 
shapes, but looking towards 
the future. I hope to capture 
a moment in time with my 
own work, a current Audi 
that represents its’ own 
timeline of re emergence 
and now a final, proper 
resting place.

Driving Forward



Roger Hiorns

Artist Roger Hiorns’ plans to bury a Boeing 737 plane in Birmingham. Photograph: RogerHiorns/Witherford
Watson Mann Architects / Price and Myers

36 ‘forgotten’ Corvettes in Peter Max’s garage, photographed by Richard 
Prince, before being polished up and sold at auction. 

Cavern of the Lost Souls, Wales

I wanted to address the  
discarding of vehicles 
as this is a dominant 
factor in the 
buyer/seller market of 
passed down cars. The 
Cavern of lost Souls 
features many cars 
from the 1960’s 
onwards which became 
neglected of paperwork 
or responsibility. They 
become dominant 
objects with no 
purpose.



Health and Safety:
Splicing

-De-Polluting, 
cutting
-Off ECA 
grounds (no 
batteries, 
engine)

Is it a bare shell, fully stripped before it arrives at ECA? We don’t really have the facilities to deal with oils, engine coolant, air 
conditioning systems and brake fluid etc, and things like airbags are difficult to deal with safely. High pressure lines for fuel obviously 
present significant safety issues, so a bare shell is a lot easier to cope with than a simple ‘scrap car’

Sharp edges / glass can be tricky, but depending how they are finished and or displayed can help with that.

The fire safety guys will expect all electrical systems to be safe (no battery) and fuel systems to be completely removed (tank and 
lines).

What is the end plan for it – how will it be displayed? All of it, or just one half? Where? – remember also that half a car is hard to 
move!

Last time it took up a lot of space in the metal workshop, so plan for that in advance. I’m not sure about storage – but we could look 
at the options.

Also, what happens to it at the end?

I had researched the safest ways to cut a vehicle in half, as with my piece I had decided that I 
wanted to have it in two halves straight down the middle. I wanted to do this because I 
believed that it would completely symbolise the end of its’ primary function and could lay on its 
side on a bed of carpet; completely de-commissioned. Artists such as Yngve Holen have cut 
cars into pieces before, but mines would only be displaying the outside, its belly would be 
facing into the carpet so that it was longer an object of perverse interest. The metal workshop 
agreed to plan out how I would go about this, and in line with health and safety standards I 
could much more easily plan how to bring it into an exhibition space. I considered the idea that 
this object was made for transport, but without wheels it was rendered useless and found it 
ironic that it would have to be carried in by people; the exact opposite of the job it was 
intended for. 

Using 
models on 
SketchUp 
of my 
desired 
car, I was 
able to 
measure 
out exactly 
where I 
wanted it 
to be cut.



Digital Splicing Continued

Note: All “Audi A8” models used are designed by 
Max. M of Google SketchUp.



Simon Starling, The Modern Institute Glasgow, 2019



I knew that as part of ECA’s health and safety regulations I would have to dispose of the vehicle (not matter how many parts it was in) at the end 
of my use of it, however I digitally played with the idea of a car funeral as an ode to Roger Hiorns’ reasons for burying a jet plane in the desert. I 
enjoyed the idea that one half was being celebrated, shrouded by guests, polished clean… while the other was laid to rest, treated like any human 
burial, perhaps even in the grounds of ECA, somewhere? 



“As the archaeology of our thought easily shows, man is an invention of recent date. And 
one perhaps nearing its’ end. If those arrangements were to disappear as they 
appeared… then one can certainly wager that man would be erased, like a face drawn in 
the sand at the edge of the sea.” –Michel Foucault, The Structuralists.  {The Human 
Sciences, p. 285}.



With Many Thanks To...

Mark Rafferty of Bernard Hunter for 
providing my bonnets and eventual 
scrap car, and for being engaged 
with my ambitions as well as 
providing safe and useful insight 
whilst being open to some wild 
ideas!

Flooring Superstore (Specifically 
Jessica Fox) for generously 
sponsoring this project and staying 
in touch with me throughout all of 
my planning.

Robert Cornett, Manager of 
Edinburgh Audi for allowing me 
to place my works in your 
showroom and for giving me a 
personal and great history of 
Audi.

Richard Prenter, CEO of 
MacTaggart Scott for taking the 
time to show me around the 
factory floor as well as answer my 
ambiguous art queries and for 
being so kind and accepting of 
my interests.



Digital Portfolio:
Like a Painting 2020 Metal Ink, Pencil on Card. A6

Collage 2020. Print material, card. A4



[Left] Grass Bath 2019-20. Ink, Pencil on A4 Tracing Paper Every Car In My Camera Roll (series) 2019-20 Pencil on Paper, A6.



Proposal Drawings for Judge in a Feather Boa



Flower Studies Research of formalism in design (form over function) Paint mixtures

Natural Material Research

Studio wall, Michel Foucault Text.



Digital drawings combined with collage 



Suburban Spaces Research, including car parking space sizes



Car companies that hold exhibitions/TV programmes/films
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